A Series of Success Stories
Five BME Growth companies talk about their successes and experiences with
capital and investment growth in an interview series.
BME Growth remains a strong, reliable and liquid market that gives smaller to medium-sized companies the
ability to list with less requirements than on the main market. Due to the fact that Spain consists 99% of SMEs
that contribute 65% to the country’s GDP, the characteristics of BME Growth establishes itself as an ideal
exchange market destination for SMEs across Europe.
The Growth market helps Spanish SMEs maintain their integrity while allowing them to grow and compete at
international levels.
Over the years, BME Growth has helped list over 160 small or medium-sized companies and are proud to
have had three of them transition into BME’s main market.
In order to uncover some of the hidden gems of BME Growth, five companies, Alquiber, Greenalia, Grenergy,
FacePhi and Proeduca, were interviewed and asked about their experiences and successes since listing on
the exchange.
BME Growth helps companies diversify their reach to other companies by increasing their visibility in the
public eye. CEO José Ramon Calvo of the rental company Alquiber stated that ever since listing, “BME Growth
helped us tremendously to target new sectors and companies, which in the past we had difficulty to access
due to economic difficulties.”
Other company representatives noted that BME Growth has helped them attract more money from
investors by helping them establish themselves internationally. Javier Mira, the president and CEO of the
biometric company FacePhi, explained that BME Growth, “helped make the company profitable and helped
make the company become global.”
Additionally, many of the companies experienced capital increases with the ultimate goal of listing in BME’s
main market. Daniel Lozzana Herrero, the Director of Investor Relations and Communication of the
sustainable energy company Grenergy explained, “Thanks to that (BME Growth) we could create some capital
through shared capital increase that allowed us to obtain necessary funds to grow.” In December 2019,
Grenergy raised a very significant amount of equity and was able to join BME´s main market.
These are just some of the many companies listed on BME Growth market that have benefited in their overall
growth, corporate governance and international visibility.
To hear the rest of the success stories, check out the interview with all five companies. (hyperlink to “BME
Growth Video Channel”)
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